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1. INTRODUCTION 
If E and F are two Banach spaces, denote by Isom( E, F) the set of all 
linear topological somorphisms of E onto F. 
The classical local inversion theorem asserts: 
THEOREM 1.1. [3, p. 2031. Let E, F he two Banach spaces, D an open 
subset of E, x0 E D and a map f: D + F. Suppose that he Frechet differential 
off is defined ona neighborhood f x0 and the following conditions hold: 
f' is continuous at x0 (1.1) 
f’(xo) E Isom(E, F) (1.2) 
Then there xists anopen neighborhood V of x0 in E contained inD such 
that: 
(i) for each .YE V the function f is Frechet dtfferentiable at x and 
f’(x) EIsom( E, F). 
(ii) the restriction g offto V is a homeomorphism ofV onto f( V) and 
f ( V) is open in F. 
(iii) the inverse gP’ of g is Frechet differentiable at each point yEf ( I/) 
and (g-‘)‘(y)= [f’(x)]-’ where x=g-‘(y). 
(iv) (g-l)’ is continuous at the point y, =f (x,,) 
(v) iff is r-times FrPchet dtfferentiable at a point xE V, where r >, 2. 
then gP ’ is r-times FrPchet differentiable at y =f(x). 
(vi) iff is C’on an open set UC V,g-’ is C’on.f‘(U). 
We note that in the above theorem the assumption (1.1) isessential: f 
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we drop it, then fhas no inverse in general. This fact can be shown by the 
following simple example (see Szilagy [lo]). The map f: R --+ R, 
1 
x+x2 sin - if x#O 
f(x)= 
X 
0 if x=0 
is differentiable on R, f ‘(0) # 0 but fhas no inverse in any neighborhood f 
zero. It can be shown that fhas a right inverse which is differentiable at 
f (0). In this ense it is worth mentioning an interesting heorem given by 
Halkin [4] which can be called “right-inverse function theorem.” Another 
proof of this theorem may be found in Szilagy [lo]. 
THEOREM 1.2.[4], [lo]. Let U be an open set of R” and f: U -+ R” a 
continuous map. Suppose that x0 E U, the map f is FrPchet differentiable at x,, 
and that f ‘(x0) E Isom( R”, R”). 
Then there exists a neighborhood W off (x0) and a function h: W + U 
such that his differentiable at f (x0) and 
h(f (xo)) = xo (1.3) 
f(h(y))=y YEW (1.4) 
h’(f (xo)) = Cf ‘(x,)1 -’ (1.5) 
The following theorem is a consequence of the classical local inversion 
function theorem: 
THEOREM 1.3. Let E, F be two Banach spaces and D an open subset ofE. 
Suppose that f is a continuously differentiable map onD and f’(x) E 
Isom(E, F)for every x E D. 
Then fis a local diffeomorphism. 
Professor Jack Warga conjectured that he conclusion of the above 
theorem holds if the continuous differentiability off is replaced by the 
following three assumptions: 
(A,) f is Frtchet differentiable on D 
(A,) there exists a positive constant M such that 
11 [f ‘(x)1 -’11 <M for every x E D. 
(A3) E and F are finite dimensional B nach spaces. 
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One of the results of the present paper is to show that Warga’s conjec- 
ture holds even without assuming condition (A,). In other words if (A,) 
holds then classical local inversion theorem holds without assuming 
continuous differentiability. 
Another esult deals with a local inversion theorem for differentiable 
functions with singularities. 
It is known that in many respects theJacobian plays for a function 
f: R” -+ R” the same role as the derivative for areal function defined onthe 
real line. Itis also known that aderivative function is aconnected function. 
that is maps connected sets into connected sets. 
A natural problem raised byA. Halanay is the following: 
“Is every Jacobian  connected function?” 
S. Marcus proved in [8] that he answer is negative. 
In the third section weshall give an example of a Frtchet differentiable 
map f: R” + R” and a line segment Q of R” such that he Jacobian off is 
nonvanishing o  Q and takes different signs at the nd points. 
We prove the curious thing that if the Jacobian ofa differentiable mapf: 
R” -+ R” is nonvanishing o  an open connected set hen it has a constant 
sign. 
We conjecture that he Jacobian ofadifferentiable function of R” into R” 
maps open connected sets of R” into connected sets (intervals) of thereal 
line. 
The main instrument we are using for establishing the results of the 
present paper is the topological degree theory. 
2. DISCRETE OPEN MAPPINGS 
If A is a set of a topological sp ce we shall denote by int A the interior 
of A. 
Let X, Y be two topological sp ces. The space X has dimension zero at a 
point p if p has arbitrarily small neighborhoods with empty boundaries, 
that is, for each neighborhood U of p there exists a neighborhood I/ of p 
such that I/C U and aV= 0. A nonempty space X has dimension zero if it 
has dimension zero at each of its points. A zero-dimensional spacecan also 
be defined asa non-empty space in which there is a basis for the open sets 
made up of sets which are at the same time open and closed. A map 
f: X+ Y is called discrete if for every E Y the set f-‘(y) consists of 
isolated points. We shall say that the function f:X-+ Y is a local 
homeomorphism at apoint x E X if there exists anopen neighborhood V of 
x such that f(V) is open in Y and the restriction of f to V is a 
homeomorphism of Vontof( I’). Denote by S, the set of all singular points 
off, that is, the set of all XE X with the property hat f is not a local 
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homeomorphism at x. A map f: X -+ Y is called light ifor every y E Y the 
set f- i(y) is zero-dimensional. 
Let E be a real Banach space and B a bounded subset ofE. Following 
Kuratowski wedefine cc(B), the measure of noncompactness of B,to be 
inf {Y > 0 : B can be covered bya finite number of sets of diameter less than 
or equal to r}. 
Let D be an open subset of E. In what follows, we shall say that 
g, : D + E is condensing if for every bounded subset B of D such that 
u(B) > 0 the inequality a(g,(B)) <a(B) holds. 
Denote by M(D) the set of all mappings :D + E such that here exists 
a continuous condensing mapg, : D -+ E such that g(x)=x-g,(x),xeD. 
One can easily see that M(D) is a convex set and the map h: D + E, h = 
I+ K + L where Iis the identity map, K is acompact operator and for some 
constant 0 <q < 1 the operator L satisfies 11 L(x) - L( y)[I < q 11 x-y 11, 
x, y E D, belongs toM(D). 
In the case the Banach space E is finite dimensional we have 
M(D) = C(D, E), the set of all E-valued continuous functions defined 
on D. 
There xists a topological degree theory which works for mappings 
belonging to M(D). If g E M(D) and U is an open bounded set of D such 
that Oc D then for every y E E - g(8U) the topolgical degree d( g, U, y) is 
well defined. For definitions and results concerning topological degree 
theory we refer toCronin [2] and Lloyd [7]. 
Let fEM(D). We recall that he index map i(J . ) is defined for those 
XE D such that x is an isolated point of the set f-'(f (x)). Therefore th
index map i(f; .) is defined onD if is discrete. 
We list below afew properties of functions f e M(D). 
(P,) If K is a closed, bounded subset ofD then f(K) is closed. 
(Pz) If y E E and K is a closed, bounded subset of f-'(v) then K is 
compact. 
(P3) The index map i(S, .) is constant and nonvanishing o  connected 
components ofD - S, 
(P4) If is one to one on D then fis an open map. 
Let U be an open bounded set of D such that U is a subset of D. 
Suppose that yef (U) -f (au). Then the following properties of the 
topological degree hold: 
(Ps) If is one to one on U then d(fi U, y) # 0 
(P6) If d(f, U,y)#O then yEintf(U). 
The proof of the properties (P4) and (P,) are due to Webb [ 12, 
Corollary 41.Property (P3) follows from (P,). Toprove (P6) is enough to 
note that f(aU) is closed. 
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Throughout this ection weshall denote by E a real Banach space and 
by D an open subset ofE. M(D) will have the significance given above. 
Suppose that f~ M(D). 
LEMMA 2.1. Let a ED. Suppose that f is FrPchet dtfferentiable at x = u 
andf’(a) E Isom(E, E) n M(E). Then a is an isolated point off ‘(f(a)) and 
the .following equality holds: 
4X a) = i(f ‘(a), 0) (2.1 1 
Proof Let p(t)=(l-t)f(a), t~[O,l]. By [7, Theorem5.2.31 we 
obtain that a is an isolated point of f - ‘(f(a)), there xists an open 
bounded neighborhood U of a such that Bc D, U n f ‘(f(a)) = (u} and 
the map 
h(t,x)=(l-t)f(x)+tf’(a)(x-a) te [0, t], XE D 
has the property that p(t) +! h(t, acl) for tE (IO, 11. 
We note that h(t, .) EM(D) for every t E [0, 11. 
Let gi(x) =f’(a)(x -a), xE D. By homotopy invariance d(f, U, f (a)) =
d(h(O,.), U p(O))=d(h(l,+), U, p(ll)=d(g,, U.O)=d(f’(a), U-a,O) 
whence (2.1) holds. 
COROLLARY 2.2. Suppose that f is discrete and the index map i(,fi ) s 
nonvanishing o  D. Thenf is an open map. 
COROLLARY 2.3. Suppose that f is FrPchet dtfferentiable on D and for 
every sE D we have f’(x) EIsom(E, )n M(E). Then f is an open discrete 
map. 
Proof: The above assertion f llows atonce from the preceding lemma. 
We conjecture that under the hypotheses of Corollary 2.3., the map f is a 
local homeomorphism. 
THEOREM 2.4. Suppose that f is a discrete map and the inde.u map i(f . ) 
is constant and nonvanishing o  D. 
Then f is a local homeomorphism. 
Proof Let i(f, x) = E for every x E D. By the property ( P4) it suffices to 
prove that f is locally one to one. Let a ED. Since f is a discrete mapthere 
exists r,>0 with the properties B(a, r,)C D and B(a, r,)nf’-‘(f(a))= 
(a}. Since f (a) EE-f (aB(a, rl)) there exists rz >0 such that B(f (a), rz) c 
E-f(aB(a, r,)). Denote C(y)=f -‘(y)nB(a, r,) for ye&f(a), rz) and 
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note that C(y) has a finite number of points. Therefore for every 
ye &f(a), rz) the following twosequences of equalities hold: 
d(f, B(a, rl ),f(a)) = 4f, B(a, rl 1, Y) = 1 i(f, x)
x E C(y) 
=s.card [C(y)] 
E = i(f, a)=d(f, B(G r,),f(a)) = E ~cardCC(y)l 
Since E # 0, the set C(y) has a single element for every y E B(f(u), rz). On
the other hand since f is continuous we have f(B(u, r3)) E B(f (a), rz) for 
some r,E(O, r,) whence the set B(u, r3)nf -l(y) has at most an element 
for every YE B(f(u), rz). Therefore f isone to one on B(u, r3). 
LEMMA 2.5. Let X, Y be two Huusdorff topological spaces and h : X -+ Y 
a continuous map. Then the following assertions areequivalent: 
(B,) int S,=@ and int h(S,)=@ 
(W int Ch-‘(h(S,))l = D 
Proof: Suppose that (B,) holds and int[hk’(h(S,))] #a. Let 
x E int[h-‘(h(S,))] and U an open set such that XE U and Uc h-‘(h(S,)). 
Then h(U) c h(S,), and we have that int[h(U)] = $3. On the other hand 
(B,) implies that U- Sh # 0. Let x0 E U- S,. Then by definition h s open 
in a neighborhood f x0. This contradicts wi hint [h( U)] = 0. Therefore 
(B, )implies (B,). The other implication is trivial. 
THEOREM 2.6. Suppose that f satisfies thefollowing conditions: 
(C , ) D - S, is connected 
(C,) int S,=intf(S,)=@ 
(C,) f is light 
Then f is open, discrete and i(f, . )2 1 on D or i(f, ’ )d - 1 on D. 
ProoJ Let UE D and V an open subset ofD such that UE V. By (C,) 
there xists an open bounded set U such that a E U, Oc V and 
aunf-‘(f(u))=@. Since f(aU) is closed and f(u)$f(aU) there xists 
r>Osuch that B(f(u),r)nf(aU)=@.By (C,)and (P3) thereisaninteger 
u # 0 such that i(A x) = LY for every xE D - S,. Let Q = B(f (a), r) -f (S,). 
For y E E and WC E let C(y, W) = f ~ ‘(y) n W. We note that for every 
y E Q we have that C( y, U) is finite and 
d(f, U,f(u))=d(f, U Y)= c i(f,z)=a.cardCC(y, U)l (2.2) 
ZEC(I., U) 
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By (C,) and Lemma 2.5. we have that int[f- ‘(f(s,))] = 0, whence the 
set f‘ ‘(Q)n U=u,.., C(y, U) is nonempty. Therefore C(y, U) is non- 
empty for some YE Q. By (2.2) we obtain d(f, U,f(a)) #O, whence, by 
( P6), we have that j(a) Eint[f( U)]. Consequently we have proved that .f is 
open. 
To show that fis a discrete mapit suffices to prove that for every uE S, 
there exists anopen neighborhood U of a such that f ‘(f(u)) n U is a 
finite set. Let U be as above and let n= card [f- ‘(f(u)) n U]. Note that n
may be infinite. We shall prove that 
n IMI d Id(fi U,f(a))l (2.3 1
Suppose that (2.3) isnot true; then there exist a positive nteger m such 
that Id(f, U f(u))l <m I GII <n IHI and by (C,), there exist distinct points 
z,, r7, . . :,,,~S~‘(f(u))n U andopen sets U,, i= 1, 2, . . m such that 
z,EU,,U,CU, cTU,nf-‘(f(u))=@, i=l,2 ,..., m and U,nU,=Qr for 
I #j. 
Let r’ > 0 such that B( f(a), r’) n [f (au) u (UT= l f (au,))] = 0. Since 
for every .V EB(f (a), r’) -f (S,) we have UT=, C( y. U,) c C( v, U) then by 
(2.2) weobtain 
m< f cardC(y, U )<cardC(y, U)=bd(/. U,f(u)) 
,=I 
The contradiction obtained proves inequality (2.3). 
COROLLARY 2.7. Suppose that he Bunuch space E has dimension greater 
than or equal to two, and that D is connected. If the set S, is at most zero- 
dimensional andf (S,) has empty interior then f is open and discrete. 
Proof. By Theorem 2.6. it suffices to prove that f is light. Let x E D, 
Al=S,nfp'(f(x)) and A,=f-'(f(x))-S/. Note that A, is a closed 
zero-dimensional set andthat A, is discrete. By (P2) we obtain that B n A2 
is at most countable forevery bounded subset B of D, whence A, is at most 
countable. Since f -'(f (x)) is a countable union of compact sets is 
separable. Note that f -'(f(x)) is a countable union of closed zero-dimen- 
sional sets whence by [S] we obtain that f -‘( f (x)) is zero-dimensional. 
COROLLARY 2.8. Let E = R”, n >, 2 and suppose that f is continuously 
differentiable on D. Zf the set Z,= {x E D I det f '(x) = O> is at most zero- 
dimensional then f is open and discrete. 
Proof: The conclusion f llows atonce from Sard’s theorem and the 
preceding corollary. 
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THEOREM 2.9. Let f be a discrete map for which int[ f (St)] = Qr and 
condition (C, ) holds. Suppose that he index map i(f, .) is nonvanishing o  D. 
Then the following assertions hold 
(E,) i(f, .) 2 1 on D or i(f, .) < - 1 on D 
(E2) Zf the modulus of the index map i(f, .) is constant onD then f is a 
local homeomorphism. 
Proof: By (P3) there exists a non-zero integer ~1 such that i(f, x) = c1 for 
every x E D - S,. Let a ED. Then there exists r, >0 such that B(a, r,) c D 
and B(a, r,)nf -‘(f(a))= {a}. S ince f(a)EE--f(iTB(a, rl)) we have 
B(f(a), r2)nf(8B(a, r,))=@ for some r,>O. Let Q=B(f(a), r,)-f(S,). 
The set Q is nonempty since int f (S,-) = 0. For every E Q the following 
sequence ofequalities hold
i(f, a)=d(f, B(a, rl),f(a))=4f, B(a, rl),y) 
= 1 i(f,x)=cr.card [C(y)] (2.4) 
where C(y)=f-'(y)nB(a,r,). 
To prove (E, )note that (2.4) implies that he index map has the same 
sign on the whole of D. 
The assertion (E,) follows atonce from (E, )and Theorem 2.4. 
3. LOCAL INVERSION THEOREMS IN R” 
Throughout this ection D will be an open set of R” and f: D + R” will 
be a continuous map. If A is a subset ofa separable metric space, bydim A 
we shall denote the dimension fA cf. [S]. The following three theorems 
will be used in the sequel. 
THEOREM 3.1. [1 l] Zf f is open and discrete then dim S,< n - 2. 
THEOREM 3.2. [1. Corollary 5.61 Zf n 2 3 then S, is a perfect set. 
THEOREM 3.3. [1, Lemma 2.11 Let X, Y be two locally compact, 
separable metric spaces and h : X + Y an open, discrete map. Then for every 
closed setA of X we have dim A = dim h(A). 
THEOREM 3.4. Suppose that f is Frechet dtfferentiuble on D and the 
following condition holds: 
det[f’(x)]#OforeveryxED. (3.1) 
Then f is a local dtffeomorphism. 
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Furthermore, in the case when the set D is connected we have either 
det [f’( x)] > 0 for every x E D or det [f ‘(x)] < 0 ,for every xE D. 
Proof: It suffices to consider the case when D is connected. By 
Corollary 2.3. we obtain that f is open and discrete, and by Theorem 3.1. 
we have dim S,d n - 2. Since sets which ave dimension less or equal to 
n - 2 do not disconnect open connected sets of R” (cf [S] )it follows that 
D - S, is connected. Theorem 3.3 implies that dim S, = dimf( S,.), whence 
J’(S,) has empty interior. By (3.1) and Lemma 3.1, we have that i(f, x) = 
sgn(det [f’(x)])~ { - 1, 1 } f or every xED, whence by assertion (E,) of 
Theorem 2.9. we obtain that f is a local homeomorphism and the index 
map i( f, ) is constant on D. By Flett [3, Theorem 3.1.5.1. f isa local 
diffeomorphism. 
THEOREM 3.5. Let A he a closed set of R” with the following properties: 
(F, )A is countable 
(F,) fis Frechet differentiable on D-A
(F,) det[f’(s)]#Ofor eve y XED-A 
If n > 2 then f is an open and discrete map. Moreover if n > 3 then fis u 
local homeomorphism. 
Proof. Taking into account the fact that he set D - A is open, by (F2) 
and by the above theorem we obtain that f is a local homeomorphism on 
D - A, whence S, c A and S, is at most countable. 
If n> 2 then by Theorem 2.6. The map f is open and discrete. 
If n3 3 then by Theorem 3.2. we obtain that S, is a perfect set whence S, 
is empty. Therefore f isa local homeomorphism. 
THEOREM 3.6. Let na2 and Q=((x,,x,,...,.u,,)~R”I?c,=x~=...=x,j. 
Then there xists a,b E Q and a Frichet differentiable m p g : R” -+ R” with 
the following properties: 
det[g’(x)]#OforeveryxEQ (3.2) 
det[g’(a)] ~0, det[g’(b)] >O (3.3) 
Proof. Let AE(O,$), a,=-1, b,=l.a=(a,,a ,,..., a,)eQ, b= 
(b,, b,, . . b,) E Q. By [6] the mappings h,: R + R defined byh,(x) =
sin’ 4 + (2k -3) sin 4if x# 0 and hk(0) =4, k = 1, 2, are derivatives, that is
there xists wo differentiable m ppings g, : R -+ R such that g; = h,, 
k= 1, 2. 
Let g,=h,h,. Note that AER-~,(R) and g3(a,)<A<g,(b,). Since 
g,(x) GO for x#O and g,(O)>0 the map g, does not have the Darboux 
40!3/138/2-20 
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property whence it is not a derivative. Another argument for showing 
that he mappings h,, h, are derivatives and g, is not is contained in 
[9, Corollary 2.3.1. 
Consider the map g : R” -P R” defined by
dx, 7 x2, . . . . x,) = k,(XI) + 1x2, Xl +g,(x,h x3, x4, ...? x,), 
( Xl 9 x2, *.., X )E R” 
and note that gis Frbchet differentiable, det[g’(x)] =g,(x,) - II for every 
x=(x,,x1,..., x,) EQ and g satisfies th  conditions (3.2) and (3.3). 
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